






SPEAKER NOTES

● Zayo has a huge global fibre footprint of 13M fibre miles, allowing e2e connectivity 
to a vast array of key client sites, notably Datacentres, Enterprise offices and Cloud 
Service Providers.  

● If you or any of your clients have connectivity to a neutral datacentre, there is a very 
high chance we are connected.  We have all the main facilities onnet, such as 
Equinix, ARK, DrT, Telehouse, Stellium and eShelter amongst others.

● Many partners and end-customers have global network requirements too and whilst 
not depicted on this slide, we also have the ability to connect further into Europe, 
North America, Canada & Asia.





SPEAKER NOTES

With fibre as the underlying infrastructure, Zayo has a full suite of secure connectivity 
services ranging from DF and wavelengths through to IP connectivity and WAN.  We 
deliver capacity ranging from 100Mb for WAN sites through to 100Gb+ connections into 
DCs. 

We are able to encrypt managed services and deliver significant value add services, such 
DDoS mitigation for the Internet, which has rapidly become much more of interest to 
customers during the Covid pandemic.

Our Tier 1 IP backbone is rated in the top 10 connected networks globally and we have one 
of the fastest growing peering networks. DDoS Mitigation, so important certainly over the 
last year, is a valued addition to our internet portfolio, which provides clients with the peace 
of mind they are protected form DDoS attack in this ever changing and volatile world.

We are a long-haul and metro infrastructure player and if we do not have a particular site 
onnet, we will look to self-build or utilise our embedded relationships with other Carriers, for 
local access.



SPEAKER NOTES

This slide highlights in orange, some of the critical infrastructure elements, which allow a 
business to operate efficiently and Zayo is cognisant of the client experience in delivering 
the connectivity to support all of these, across our network.  

Each of these IT solutions will influence the various corporate goals that each enterprise 
strives for, year in & year out, shown in the top half of the page.  

Especially through the Coronavirus pandemic, when the majority of personnel have been 
working from home, keeping costs to a minimum, having a flexible workforce, securing data 
feeds and ensuring resources are utilised efficiently, have all been on the CTO agenda, in 
order for organisations to survive, if not indeed grow.

Working alongside our Partners, Zayo will help to embed the importance of connectivity, so 
that we can fundamentally improve customer expectations and experiences. 
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We believe as a tech partner, Zayo will significantly enhance any Strategic Partner’s 
enterprise transformation portfolio, through delivering high-speed and secure, optical 
connectivity.

At Zayo we have :

● Extensive global network, 000’s connected sites and virtually infinite capacity. 
● competitive & innovative proposals, for direct and indirect sales (traditional MSA & 

channel contracting vehicles) 
● ability to integrate key network layers in a one-stop-shop (Private DC connectivity in 

the core, direct connections to the cloud & Global Internet traffic) 
● expertise in building networks for the most significant enterprises 

It still remains clear that many businesses are slow to fully embrace the digital world.  We 
feel a collaboration with Zayo will help drive clients to change faster, as we work alongside 
the important elements brought to the table by Partners in the channel, shown on the left 
side of this page. 



If we execute on all of this and ensure a client cloud strategy is integrated with an IT/network 
plan, which in turn directly supports the corporate goals in our clients, the potential of 
increasing revenue and improving the customer experience, becomes very real. 
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So how do we differentiate ourselves from the competition?

○ It is our network, we built it, we operate it, we control it.  
■ Vast no. connected sites & Code Powers to build to new sites if 

needed.
■ Not just in UK/I. (long haul & dense metro in Europe & US, 

connectivity to Asia)

● We 100% focus on connectivity alone. We design and build the most efficient 
networks for our clients, all backed by service level agreements.

○ Commercially, Zayo will:
■ Facilitate growth with collaborative sales, through providing 

competitive pricing that allows the Partner to make good margin, 
whilst also remaining competitive.  

■ We provide aggregated pricing models, which create predictability 
in cost bases, clearly a benefit for any CFO. 



● The Zayo systems & processes all reside in Salesforce and Google, allowing 
us to rapidly scope, price and respond to RFQs.  This will significantly reduce 
the time spent qualifying a network opportunity, by the Partner sales teams.  

● You may not have known who Zayo were until today, but could have heard of 
some the companies we have acquired over the years, such as Abovenet, 
Viatel & GEO, to name a few.  We have many years of experience in 
delivering business critical infrastructure to, for example :

■ Large number of Global Investment Banks
■ Several Pharmaceutical manufacturers
■ FAANG organisations
■ Many Fixed & Mobile Telecom Operators



Speaker notes:

The image above represents a simplified data flow diagram for a national online & in-
store retail organisation (such as PC World/JohnLewis/B&Q etc)……. however this 
could also represent a Mobile Operator, a Bank, Pharma, or any other type of 
organisation. 

(Introduce the three types of customers - top left is a customer using the Mobile-
App/Website, Bottom Left is a Call Center Agent, Bottom is a in-store employee). 

When we think about Digital Transformation, we think about how we transform the way 
businesses operate and service their customers. Through the majority of this time we build 
new processes that provide great customer experiences. 

We also think about a company’s competitive edge, and how they can adapt to changing 
economic climate and most importantly - adapt to changing customer demands and 
competition.

With that in mind - Enterprise Architects will typically design applications and services 
similar to the image here; where we have three different types of users that would interact 
and require access to data via different applications or UIs. As you can see, a customer 
using their mobile app to access their Customer Orders Records Management system 
(CORM), hosted in Azure), also requires to access data within Salesforce and Oracle. The 
way they interact with the Mobile App, is analysed by different parts of the business using 



different tools to gain specific insights; even Sentiment Analysis using AI/ML tools, such as 
IBM Watson.

What we can see from this diagram - data needs to flow between different application 
services from Cloud to Cloud. When enterprises purely had onnet datacentres, this worked 
seamlessly with no issues, as all of the data was in one place - the DC. Now, data and 
workloads are distributed between different clouds and different geographies making it much 
more complex on how to ensure data security, latency, and performance.

Furthermore, the majority of the time Enterprise Architects will make decisions on how to 
utilise Cloud Tools based upon where the data resides or is created.   For example, 
analysing 100TB or PBs of Voice or Video data, or thousands of legal documents that 
currently are hosted in AWS - likely means we will build the process within AWS; or burden 
the cost of multiple copies of the same data or egress fees to the business.

But what if there was a different way? Surely the network team would be able to solve these 
problems in moving data between locations in a secure, seamless manner that does not 
impact security/compliance/latency/performance?
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The reality is, when we speak to clients today,  they typically will have designed a network 
requirement around a “DC homing” strategy. This means all data flows through the DC 
with Direct Connects/Express Routes to the cloud providers from the DCs. This works 
perfectly fine for certain purposes where you take a 10G/40G/100G to each of the required 
clouds.

However, as an examples, when you have a remote user in Manchester who is accessing 
an application in AWS-Dublin (where the website/UI is hosted) for which the company’s DC 
is in London, that means the requests and data flows go from Manchester->London-
>Dublin->London and back to Manchester.

If we take that even further,  if the application in AWS also needs to access Salesforce 
which is hosted in Amsterdam, the flows route Manchester->London->Dublin->London-
>Amsterdam->London->Dublin->London->Manchester…..which as you can imagine, is 
very inefficient and more importantly adds latency and decreases application 
performance…….. which in turn impacts customer experience.

In addition to the routing, latency and performance challenges we see, are that it is 
incredibly difficult for businesses to know how to size their bandwidth to the cloud or 
between DCs ; it is usually estimated with good data and intelligence but there is no 
consistent model.   Given this, typically businesses will either take direct connectivity on a 
Pay-As-You-Go model,  or they’ll take dedicated 10G/40G/100G ports with each of these 



cloud providers which is wasteful from a financial perspective when that bandwidth is not 
needed.  

Zayo has implemented networks for organisations to take all of this into account and provide 
flexible, optimal solutions to these challenges.
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Zayo’s CloudMesh solves these problems and more. Zayo simplifies the way to think 
about connectivity by creating a Mesh network between all of the locations that the 
customer desires; be that office locations; retail sites; data centres and of course Cloud 
Providers (including PaaS/SaaS providers).

Zayo’s CloudMesh not only allows customers to have Direct Connects/Express Routes with 
the main cloud providers, but allow Clouds to speak directly to each other over a secure 
and private network without hair-pinning through the DC. The network is also secured 
to ensure that if only certain applications from AWS are to speak to Salesforce, then this is 
setup from day 1. Again, if we wanted an AI tool to access data that resides in AWS, this 
means we can do this via the private network directly without having to use the public 
internet, which routes on a best endeavours basis……..and in many cases without having 
to have multiple copies of the data.

CloudMesh also allows remote locations to also access the Clouds Directly using Zayo’s
owned fibre to the clouds, again without having to utilise the DC.

Zayo simplifies the customer migration strategy to the Cloud/Hybrid Cloud model, by 
enabling flexibility to change the network as they transition and as adapt to customer 
demands. As the customer's journey evolves, the network evolves with them.

Finally, amongst the many other business benefits - Zayo does not penalise the customer 



from requiring multiple 10G/40G/100Gs and charging for each port and un-utilized 
bandwidth; Zayo offers a simple aggregated billing model across all of the ports on the 
network, which is in line with the customers predicted usage - ensuring fixed billing and 
predictability to the network portion.  CFOs love predictability in costs.

So as you can see, clients can do so much more with their data, especially when leveraging 
a meshed network.
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● Help increase the take-up of customer digital transformation plans.
● Provide additional revenue lines and stickier deals with end-users.
● Optimise cost predictability, whilst using technology to support business strategies.
● Collaborate with Strategic Partners to create specific solutions for each and every 

client.

We really appreciate the time to present today and hope you have found it of interest.  For 
next steps, we would like your support in :

● Collectively agreeing with how we can best work together.  
○ Set a date for a more technical insight and collaboration.
○ Define some key clients we can begin work on asap
















